Conduct the Assessment. Tailor the Plan. Make the Transition.

Transitioning your business-critical workloads from on-premise to cloud does not have to be
challenging or intimidating. But, how? When? What will be moved first? And, what will be next? We help
you get answers to these pressing questions and more. Time to confidently migrate to Azure and enjoy
the merits of saving costs, time, space, workforce effort and ensure business continuity.

Engage the Experts

Towards Business Continuity

Our end-to-end migration consultancy services cover all
aspects of your journey to cloud; starting from your
migration strategy up-to implementing and maintaining
your digital environment on cloud.

Ensure secure migration of your diverse digital
workloads.

Azure Migration Consultancy

Workloads to Migrate

Our certified cloud experts technically assess your
current infrastructure, provide briefings and plans to
move ahead, conduct workshops & brainstorming
sessions, deliver POCs, implement and host/manage the
migrated environment in accordance with your business
needs.

•

Market Business Application: Oracle, SAP,
IBM, or Open Source or others

•

Microsoft Workloads that include Microsoft
Infrastructure Modernization, Datacenter
Transformation & Business Continuity, and
Office 365 Migration & Deployment.

•

Virtual Appliances such as Fortinet,
Barracuda, F5, Citrix, and more.

Evaluate Your Cloud Readiness

Conducting Assessment. Tailoring the Plan.
We kick off our engagement with a thorough assessment to evaluate your cloud adoption strategy and current
digital assets and workloads. We work closely with your teams, engage in workshops to grasp the complete picture
of the business and envision what needs to be migrated and when in alignment with your business objectives. We
run extensive analysis of your network, infrastructure, and business solutions. We use a range of best-in-class
analysis tools and combine this with our expert investigations and findings.
Building on the insights of the assessment, and as every cloud journey is different, we propose a tailored cloud
strategy including key deliverables that include the proposed cloud architecture with a complete roadmap for a
successful transformation, in addition to the KPIs to monitor and the expected ROI.
Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Total cost of Ownership
(TCO) prediction

Cloud Architecture and
Workload Mapping

Change
Management Plan

Cloud Roadmap and
Strategy

We are a Microsoft Global SI (System Integrator) Partner, Certified CSP (Cloud Service Provider), with 17 Gold and
Silver Microsoft competencies such as Gold Cloud Platform, Gold Cloud Productivity with advanced
specializations in Windows Server and SQL Server Migration to Microsoft Azure and Modernization of Web
Applications to Microsoft Azure.
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Shifting Gears to Azure

Cloud Consultancy and Implementation Services
In an agile Migrate, Extend and Transform approach, we architect your move to a new environment on cloud. Our
Cloud Consultancy and Implementation services arm provides thorough migration assessment, workshops, POCs,
Lift & Shift and modernization implementations for Microsoft and non-Microsoft workloads in addition to Cloud
Managed Services.
Migrated solutions are extended with integrations, automated provisioning (CI/CD), security best practices
assessments, high-availability, and resilient infrastructure, for better business performance. For legacy applications,
we set you modernization strategy and roadmaps, implement intelligent application refactoring, migration and
DevOps up to continuous application extension and management on cloud towards hybrid or full transformations
to PaaS and SaaS.

•
•
•

Assess & Plan
Lift and Shift
Cloud Managed Services

•
•
•

Integrate with On-Prem & Hybrid
Build New Apps
Drive Analytics

•
•
•

Applications Refactoring
Utilize PaaS Services
Shift to SaaS Applications

Consultancy Blueprint

From Assessment to Operations
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DevOps
Cloud
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Application
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Applications
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PaaS Services

As-is
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Proof of
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Native
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Link Development is a global technology solutions provider leading the digitalization of private and public sectors.
We drive the business transformation of our customers by delivering integrated, inventive and digitally productive
experiences that blend cloud, analytics, mobility, smart services, Dynamics 365 – CRM/ERP, infrastructure,
augmented reality and others. Founded in 1996, we operate in +24 countries via offices in Egypt (HQ), UAE, KSA, USA
and Italy. We are an A15 company.
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